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Abstract— In this paper, we address the challenges of content
transfer in opportunistic networks, and propose techniques to
better facilitate data dissemination based on the characteristics
of the content. To investigate this problem from its origins,
we propose three message scheduling algorithms: Sequential
Forwarding (SF), Full Interleaving (FI), and Block-based Interleaving (BI). Each algorithm is embedded in a specially tailored
data dissemination technique to evaluate the benefits of applying
it to different types of content and data dissemination methods.
Three types of content (file, video and web) are considered and
evaluated, and the dissemination methods considered are Layered
Multiple Description Coding (LMDC) based and file-based. Using
simulations as well as both synthetic and realistic network
scenarios, we evaluate the proposed schemes in terms of latency
and user perceived quality, and demonstrate how the schemes
can achieve much better latency performance for file transfers.
Furthermore, we show that using LMDC-based techniques leads
to higher user perceived quality, since the end user is allowed to
“preview” video file or web content, even before the data has been
completely transferred. The effectiveness and robustness of our
message scheduling algorithms and their corresponding content
dissemination techniques make them ideal solutions that can go
a long way toward effective data dissemination in opportunistic
networks.

I. I NTRODUCTION
With wireless networking technologies extending into every
part of our working and living environments, proper handling
of intermittent wireless connectivity and network disruptions
is important. As the foreseeable need for data communication
escalates in challenged network environments, an increasing
amount of effort is being invested in developing techniques
that can address these anticipated requirements. Applications
of these techniques are wide ranging. For instance, it would be
quite advantageous to be able to interconnect mobile search
and rescue nodes in disaster areas (where communication
infrastructures have been disabled by earthquakes, hurricanes,
wildfires, or flooding), allow message exchanges in underdeveloped areas (remote towns and villages interconnected by
wireless networks, but not guaranteed an always-on Internet
connection), and permit scientific monitoring of wilderness
areas (remote monitoring of various forms of wildlife).
Formally, an opportunistic network is a type of challenged
network that satisfies the following conditions: (1) network
contacts (i.e., communication opportunities) are intermittent,
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(2) an end-to-end path between the source and the destination
rarely exists, (3) disconnection and reconnection is common,
and (4) link performance is highly variable or extreme.
Because of various disruptions and long delays, traditional
MANET and Internet routing techniques can not be applied
directly to opportunistic networks. Meanwhile, with the development of numerous opportunistic networking applications,
such as wireless sensor networks (WSN) [6][39], underwater
sensor networks (UWSN) [15], pocket switched networks
(PSN) [10][21], people networks [35][37], and transportation
networks [3][8], it is both desirable and necessary to develop
an effective content dissemination framework that can better
accommodate data content and the various characteristics of
opportunistic networks.
Several data forwarding schemes have been proposed for
opportunistic networks [8][19][23][24][27][36][38][41]. Such
schemes can be divided into two main categories, replicationbased and coding-based, according to their basic technical
strategies. In general, coding-based schemes are more robust
than replication-based schemes when the network connectivity
is extremely poor, but they result in inefficiency when the
network is fairly connected (due to the additional code blocks
embedded in the data). Yet, all of the above schemes only consider data delivery performance (in terms of delivery latency
and success ratio), and neglect the innate characteristics (e.g.,
content types) of applications when designing dissemination
mechanisms. With the growing diversity of opportunistic network applications, a well-designed and content-centric solution for effective data dissemination remains highly desirable.
In this study, we propose techniques to better facilitate content dissemination based on the characteristics of the content.
To investigate this problem from its origins, we propose three
message scheduling algorithms: HEC-FI, HEC-SF, and HECBI. Each algorithm is embedded in a specially tailored content
dissemination technique to evaluate the benefits of applying
it to different types of content and content dissemination
methods. Three types of content (file, video and web) are
considered and evaluated, and the dissemination methods
considered are Layered MDC-based and file-based. Using
simulations as well as both synthetic and realistic network
scenarios, we evaluate the proposed schemes in terms of
latency and user perceived quality. We demonstrate how the
schemes can achieve much better latency performance for file
transfers. Specifically, the results show that HEC-BI and HECSF achieve a good performance for networks with good connectivity, while HEC-FI yields a more resilient performance
in cases of poor network connectivity. Furthermore, we show
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that our proposed LMDC-based schemes enable the end user to
“preview” video or web content at a lower quality, even before
the data has been completely transferred, thereby improving
the overall viewing experience. Our evaluations provide a
deeper understanding of how to take advantage of content
types and message scheduling to more effectively disseminate
data across opportunistic networks1 .
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. Section
III provides a comprehensive overview of the HEC2 routing
scheme and describes the proposed enhancements in detail.
In Section IV, a Layered MDC scheme with an unequal
erasure protection scheme is presented, and the objective of
the scheme is to facilitate more effective data transfer for
video and web content delivery over opportunistic networks.
Section V presents a comprehensive set of simulation results
for various opportunistic network scenarios; the results are also
analyzed and explained in detail. In Section II, we review
related works of data forwarding schemes for opportunistic
networks. We then present our conclusions in Section VI.
II. R ELATED W ORK
Routing in an opportunistic network is challenging and
completely different from routing in a conventional network.
An ideal routing scheme for opportunistic networks has to
provide reliable data delivery, even when the network connectivity is intermittent or when an end-to-end path is temporally
unavailable. Moreover, since ‘contacts’ in an opportunistic
network may appear arbitrarily without prior information,
neither scheduled optimal routing (e.g., linear programming
routing in delay tolerant networks of scheduled contacts [22])
nor mobile relay approaches (e.g., Message Ferrying [42][43])
can be directly applied.
Currently, replication is the most popular design choice
for opportunistic routing schemes. For instance, the Epidemic
Routing scheme [36] sends identical copies of a message
simultaneously over multiple paths to mitigate the effects
of a single path failure; thus, it increases the possibility of
successful message delivery. However, flooding a network
with duplicate data tends to be very costly in terms of traffic
overhead and energy consumption.
To address the problem of excess traffic overhead caused by
flooding, Harras et al. proposed a Controlled Flooding scheme
to reduce the flooding cost while maintaining reliable message
delivery [19]. In this scheme, flooding is controlled by three
parameters, namely, willingness probability, Time-to-Live, and
Kill Time. Additionally, once a message has been delivered to
the receiver successfully, a Passive Cure is generated to “heal”
the nodes in the network that have been “infected” by the
message. Therefore, by removing the excess traffic overhead
problem, while providing reliable data delivery, controlled
flooding can substantially reduce the network overhead.
Node mobility also impacts on the effectiveness of opportunistic routing schemes. Previous studies have shown that if
1 Note that, unlike previous studies on opportunistic routing, we focus on
data transfer scenarios that assume the source has a complete set of messages
before initiating data forwarding (rather than generating messages on the fly,
as in [12][38]).
2 The HEC scheme was called H-EC in previous work [12].
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the network mobility departs from the well-known random
way-point mobility model (e.g., the Pursue Mobility Model
[9] or the Reference Point Group Mobility Model [20]), the
overhead carried by epidemic- and/or flooding-based routing
schemes can be further reduced by considering node mobility.
For instance, the Probabilistic Routing scheme [26] calculates
the delivery predictability from a node to a particular destination node based on the observed contact history, and forwards a
message to its neighboring node if and only if that neighboring
node has a higher delivery predictability value. The scheme
was revised by Leguay et al. [23] by considering the mobility
pattern, i.e., a message is forwarded to a neighbor node if
and only if that node has a mobility pattern more similar to
the destination node. [23][24] show that the revised mobility
pattern scheme is more effective than previous schemes.
Another class of opportunistic network routing schemes is
based on encoding techniques, which transform a message
into a different format prior to transmission. For instance, an
integration of network coding and epidemic routing techniques
has been proposed to reduce the required number of transmissions in a network [41], and [38] proposes combining erasure
coding and the simple replication-based routing method to
improve data delivery for the worst delay performance cases
in opportunistic networks.
Following the concept of erasure coding-based data forwarding [38], an Estimation based Erasure-Coding routing
scheme (EBEC) has been proposed to adapt the delivery of
erasure coded blocks using the Average Contact Frequency
(ACF) estimate [25]. Moreover, [12] proposes a hybrid scheme
that combines the strength of erasure coding and the advantages of Aggressive Forwarding, so that it not only remains
robust in worst delay performance cases, but also performs
efficiently in very small delay performance cases.
III. HEC: A N E RASURE C ODING - BASED H YBRID
ROUTING A PPROACH
A. HEC Overview
Erasure coding is a scheme that provides better faulttolerance by adding redundancy without the overhead of
strict replication of the original data [40]. Two of the most
popular erasure coding algorithms are Reed-Solomon coding
and Low-Density Parity-Check (LDPC) based coding (e.g.,
Gallager codes, Tornado codes, and IRA codes) [28][34].
These algorithms differ in the degree of encoding/decoding
efficiency, the replication factor, and the minimum number of
code blocks needed to reconstruct a message. The selection
of an appropriate erasure coding algorithm is not within the
scope of this paper, since our work is based on the concept of
generic erasure coding.
In a generic erasure coding scheme, given a message of
size S bytes, a replication factor of erasure coding r, and
a coded message fragmented into several blocks of identical
size b bytes, one can obtain the number of coded blocks by
N = S×r
b . Moreover, this message can be successfully reconstructed as long as 1r of the coded blocks are received, i.e.,
the minimal number of coded blocks required to successfully
reconstruct the message is N/r.
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In [38], an Erasure Code-based forwarding algorithm (EC)
is proposed. In this scheme, the erasure coded blocks are
split equally among n relays, which are only allowed to send
messages to the destination directly (this is the well-known
“two-hop” scenario used in [18]). Each relay forwards the
same number of coded blocks, and the number of blocks
forwarded by each relay can be obtained by3
Sr
N
=
.
(1)
n
bn
As reported in [38], the EC scheme can provide the best
worst-case delay performance with a fixed amount of overhead. However, the drawback of the EC scheme is that it
can not provide good very small delay performance compared
to other popular replication-based approaches. The reason for
this inefficiency lies in its block allocation method. In the EC
scheme, the number of transmitting blocks in each contact is
fixed (i.e., Sr
bn , in accordance with Eq. 1) regardless of the
duration of each contact. As a result, the EC scheme can
only utilize each network contact effectively when the contact
duration is slightly longer than the time required to send the
relayed data. If most network contacts are much longer than
the required time, the EC scheme tends to waste the residual
contact period, which results in ineffectiveness.
To resolve this problem, [12] proposed an enhanced scheme
called A-EC, i.e., EC with an aggressive forwarding feature. In
this scheme, the source sends as many coded blocks as possible
Sr
during each contact (totally Sr
bn blocks, i.e., n bytes). It has
been shown that the A-EC scheme is better able to utilize
network contacts; thus, it can be expected to outperform the
EC scheme for very small delay performance cases. However,
for worst delay performance cases, it has been shown that AEC yields a poor delivery ratio and/or a very large delivery
delay when black-holes4 are present in the network [12].
Taking advantage of the strengths of the EC and A-EC
schemes, Chen et al. proposed a hybrid scheme, called HEC
[12], to achieve better message delivery performance in both
worst delay performance and very small delay performance
cases. In the HEC scheme, two copies of EC blocks (constructed based on the erasure coding and replication techniques
described previously) are transmitted by the sender. The first
copy of EC blocks is sent in a similar way to how the original
EC scheme sends blocks, while the second copy is sent using
aggressive forwarding during the residual contact time after
sending the first EC block. For general opportunistic network
scenarios (i.e., without black-holes), the HEC scheme utilizes
each contact opportunity better because of the aggressive
forwarding feature; however, if black-holes are present in the
network, the scheme’s performance is expected to be similar
to that of the EC scheme, which achieves better forwarding in
worst delay performance cases.
The performance of the HEC scheme depends to a large
extent on the message scheduling algorithm used in the
aggressive forwarding phase, which is not discussed in [12].
3 For

simplicity, following [12][38], we assume that N =n for all cases.
node in a network is called a black-hole if it is either unreliable (e.g., it
has very limited battery power and/or buffer size) or it hardly moves towards
the destination [12].
4A
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However, we are interested in assessing the impact of different
message scheduling algorithms on the performance of HEC
routing. To this end, we propose three message scheduling
algorithms in the following subsection.
B. Message Scheduling in HEC
We propose three message scheduling algorithms, namely
Sequential Forwarding (SF), Full Interleaving (FI), and Blockbased Interleaving (BI), for transmitting the second copy of
erasure coded blocks (i.e., using aggressive forwarding) in
HEC scheme. For simplicity, we assume the data file to be
transferred in an opportunistic network is L messages in size.
After applying erasure coding (i.e., adding redundancy), the
size of each message is N erasure code blocks. We denote
the n-th block of the l-th message as Ml,n . Moreover, we
assume that each message can be reconstructed when at least
B out of N blocks are successfully received by the destination
node. We now describe the three algorithms in detail.
1) Sequential Forwarding (SF): In the Sequential Forwarding (SF), the second copy of erasure coded blocks is sent
sequentially in accordance with the order of the messages.
The main advantages of this scheme are (a) it is intuitive and
easy to implement, and (b) it requires the minimal amount
of buffer on the sender’s side (i.e., it does not need to apply
erasure coding to all messages in advance).
2) Full Interleaving (FI): Different from the Sequential
Forwarding (SF) scheme, the Full Interleaving (FI) algorithm
interleaves the second copy of the erasure coded blocks for
HEC. More precisely, while performing aggressive forwarding,
the FI algorithm transmits the “first” coded block of all the
messages at the outset, then the second block of all the
messages, and so forth. The advantages of this scheme are
(a) it distributes the blocks of each message in a more diverse
manner, and is thus expected to be more resilient to black-hole
scenarios than the SF algorithm; and (b) since a message can
be reconstructed after receiving just a portion of all the coded
blocks, there should be less overall delivery latency than in
the SF algorithm.
3) Block-based Interleaving (BI): The main drawback of
the FI scheme is the very long response time needed to
reconstruct messages when L and/or B are large (i.e., the time
between sending the first block and successfully reconstructing
the first message). More specifically, the response time of the
FI scheme is much greater than the time required to forward
the first L × (B − 1) + 1 blocks5 . A clever solution to this
problem is to send B blocks during each contact period and
interleave the sending process among L messages, instead of
just sending a single block, as in the FI scheme. This is called
the Block-based Interleaving (BI) scheme. Note that, the FI
scheme is a specialized case of the BI scheme with B equal
to 1.
IV. L AYERED M ULTIPLE D ESCRIPTION C ODING WITH
U NEQUAL E RASURE P ROTECTION
In this section, we propose the use of Layered Multiple
Description Coding (LMDC) with unequal erasure protection
5 The response time would be even larger if we also consider data loss, data
disorder, and inter-contact time.
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[14] for effective data dissemination in opportunistic networks.
Layered MDC has been proposed as a means of combining Multiple Description Coding (MDC) [17] and Layered Coding [29] for emerging multicast and peer-to-peer
audio/video streaming applications. More specifically, multiple
descriptions are spread across multiple packets (or paths)
via MDC, and transmitted to a collection of clients, thereby
reducing packet loss due to network congestion or the failure of unreliable hosts. Applications of MDC include IPlevel multicast [13] and application-level multicast [31][32].
Moreover, by using Layered Coding, multimedia data can be
encoded into different quality levels, so that clients can play
the best possible video/audio quality level according to their
capabilities, such as screen resolution and link bandwidth.
By combining MDC and Layered Coding, the Layered
MDC scheme spreads the layered data across multiple packets
with multiple descriptions. Then, clients can play the layered
data as long as the required number of descriptions are
received successfully. Of course, the more descriptions a client
receives, the better the reconstructed data quality will be. In
practice, the Layered MDC scheme is usually implemented
in conjunction with Unequal Erasure Protection (UEP) [14],
which provides different levels of erasure protection to the
Layered MDC blocks by adding different amounts of redundancy (i.e., the more essential the code blocks are, the more
protection/redundancy is added). In this study, we propose the
use of Layered Multiple Description Coding with unequal
erasure protection for video file transfer and web surfing
applications in opportunistic networks. Hereafter, we call the
resulting scheme LMDC.
A. LMDC for Video Transfer
Fig. 1 illustrates the LMDC scheme for video transfer
applications. From the figure, we observe that the quality of a
layered video frame improves as the size of the collected video
bit stream increases. More specifically, if one of the layered
video frames is S bytes in size, one can split it into k equalsized pieces and reconstruct it to Qi quality level by using the
first i out of the k pieces (i.e., the required bit stream size for
reconstructing Qi level frame is Si = i × S/k).
Each layered video frame is then split among N packets
(N ≥ k) with unequal erasure protection on each frame piece.
For instance, the i-th piece of the layered video frame is
erasure coded with replication factor ri and spread among
N packets, i.e., the i-th piece of the video frame can be
reconstructed by any N/ri out of the N packets (r1 > r2 >
... > rk−1 > rk and N ≥ k). The size of the i-th coded frame
piece is
(Si − Si−1 ) × ri
Sri
bi =
=
(2)
N
kN
and the size of the resulting N packets is
bpacket =

k
X
i=1

bi =

k
S X
ri .
kN i=1

(3)

For simplicity, in this study, we let ri = N/i and N = k.
The values of bi and bpacket can thus be obtained by
S
(4)
bi =
ik

4

Fig. 1.
Illustration of the Layered MDC scheme with unequal erasure
protection. Each video frame is encoded into k quality levels using layered
coding, and the i-th quality level video frame is erasure protected with
replication factor ri and split equally among N relays (r1 > r2 > ... >
rk−1 > rk and N ≥ k).

and
bpacket =

k
SX1
.
k i=1 i

(5)

Moreover, comparing with the Layered Coding scheme, the
traffic overhead of the LMDC scheme is
boverhead = N bpacket − S = S

k
X
1
i=2

i

.

(6)

Since k is a positive integer, one can conclude that (a)
boverhead = 0 when N = k = 1 (i.e., no LMDC); and (b)
boverhead > 0 otherwise.
B. LMDC for Web Surfing
In addition to video file transfer applications, we apply the
LMDC scheme to web surfing applications in opportunistic
networks. More precisely, the LMDC scheme is applied to
each MHTML document [33] that is a MIME (Multipurpose
Internet Mail Extensions [7]) HTML document enclosing one
or more objects, such as text, images, and videos. Unlike
video transfer applications, the layered coding scheme encodes
MHTML documents by looking up a pre-determined codebook, rather than splitting messages into equal-sized pieces.
For instance, we present a codebook that is based on the
MIME type of each web object, as shown in Table I.
In the codebook, Layer 1 web objects can be HTML documents (source codes only), cascading style sheets (CSS), java
script, or plain text. Layer 2 contains images files in addition
to Layer 1 objects. Layer 3 contains additional application
objects (such as PDF files and flash games). Layer 4 contains
additional video objects. Layer 5 contains other objects (e.g.,
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TABLE I
L AYERED CODING FOR WEB OBJECTS
Layers
1
2
3
4
5

MIME types
text/{html,css,plain,javascript,xml}; application/javascript
Layer 1 + image/{gif,jpeg,png,bmp,x-icon}
Layer 2 + application/{pdf,octet-stream,x-shockwave-flash}
Layer 3 + video
Layer 4 + others

audio and unknown objects). Note that the design of the
codebook can be customized according to an object’s size,
semantics, importance, and other design choices. The approach
proposed in this paper is based on the generic LMDC concept.
Similar to video transfer applications, the LMDC scheme
first encodes each MHTML document into k quality levels
using layered coding. The layered document is then split
among N packets (N ≥ k) with unequal erasure protection
on each layered piece. More precisely, the i-th layered piece
contains the i-th layered document, excluding the (i − 1)th
layered piece. Unequal erasure protection is applied to each
layered piece, such that the i-th piece is erasure coded with a
replication factor equal to i and split among N packets6 (i.e.,
the i-th layered document can be successfully reconstructed
from any i of the N packets). Note that, the i-th layered
piece may be null if the original MHTML document does
not have the corresponding types of objects as specified in the
codebook.
For example, using the codebook shown in Table I, each
MHTML document is encoded into 5 layers using LMDC (i.e.,
k = 5). Fig. 2 shows the quality of sample web documents in
Layer 1, 2, and 3. As shown in the figure, Layer 1 provides
basic text-only descriptions at the lowest quality level, Layer
2 adds images of intermediate quality to the descriptions, and
Layer 3 adds flash animations of the highest quality. The
quality of the web document improves incrementally as the
layer number or the amount of received data increases.
V. E VALUATION
In this section, we evaluate the delay performance under
file transfer workload in opportunistic networks. We implemented the EC, HEC-SF, HEC-FI, and HEC-BI schemes and
performed simulations in DTNSIM [2], a java based DTN
simulator. For video transfer applications, we applied Layered
Coding to a 2000-frame video clip using JPEG2000 [4] codec,
and added unequal erasure protection to each video layer so
that the video was LMDC encoded. For simplicity, the number
of video quality levels, k, and the resulting packets for each
frame, N , were both set to 10 in the simulation. Moreover, we
assume there are no black-holes in the evaluating scenarios.
In addition, for web surfing applications, we assume there
exists a gateway (say, Performance Enhancing Proxy, PEP)
bridging the Internet and the opportunistic network (i.e.,
similar to the second HTTP scenario in [30]). The gateway
archives web documents (in MHTML format) and delivers
them to the opportunistic network after LMDC coding. To
6 Note that the replication factor of each layered piece should be carefully
configured according to the performance requirements of the network system.
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TABLE II
O BJECT PROPERTIES OF THE SELECTED WEB DOCUMENTS .

Layer
Layer
Layer
Layer

2
3
4
5

Object types
Layer 1
excluding Layer
excluding Layer
excluding Layer
excluding Layer

1
2
3
4

objects
objects
objects
objects

Request (%)
27.81
63.11
8.17
0.15
0.76

Avg. Size (bytes)
9,082
6,974
66,725
2,028,783
182,289

TABLE III
D ISTRIBUTION OF THE REQUIRED LAYER NUMBERS , WHICH CAN RESULT
IN FULL QUALITY DOCUMENT, OF THE SELECTED WEB DOCUMENTS .
Layer
Layer
Layer
Layer
Layer
Layer

#
1
2
3
4
5

Number of documents
0
240
240
15
5

% of documents
0%
48%
48%
3%
1%

be realistic, for the simulation, we selected a set of web
documents comprised of the top 500 requested documents
according to the hit-count statistics of our campus proxy server
for the period Apr.’06 to Sept.’06, and applied LMDC to
the selected documents in the simulation. Table II shows the
embedded object properties of the selected web documents,
and Table III shows the distribution of the selected documents
that achieved the best possible quality with limited layers (i.e.,
a web document may achieve the best possible quality with
fewer layers if it does not contain objects located in higher
layers). The average number of layers required for the best
possible quality documents in this study was 2.57. Moreover,
we also assumed that data transmission is wireless at a fixed
rate of 1Mbps. The simulation results were all obtained by
taking the average performance of 200 simulation runs. In
each simulation run the source and the destination pair was
randomly selected from all participating nodes.
A. Evaluating Scenarios
We evaluate three network scenarios. One is generated
according to the power-law distribution by setting both intercontact time and contact duration of the network with powerlaw distributed values of coefficient 0.6 (as reported in [21]).
The scenario consists of 34 participating nodes. The other
two scenarios are based on realistic campus wireless network
traces, i.e., the Dartmouth [1] and UCSD [5] traces, which are
publicly available for research references. Table IV outlines
the basic properties of the three network scenarios7 , and Fig.
3 shows the distributions of the UCSD and Dartmouth traces8 .
More specifically, the UCSD trace is a client-based trace that
records the availability of WiFi-based access points (APs) for
each participating portable device (e.g., PDAs and laptops) on
the UCSD campus. The network trace covers a two and halfmonth period, and there are 273 participating devices. Similar
to [10][21], we assume that two participating devices in ad hoc
7 In the Dartmouth network trace, there were 13,888 devices in the network,
but only 5,148 of them had contact with other devices.
8 The inter-contact time distributions of the UCSD and Dartmouth traces
have been shown to be heavy-tailed with the parameter α equal to 0.26 and
0.47 respectively, and both of them have also been proved to be self-similar
[11].
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(a) Layer 1

(b) Layer 2
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(c) Layer 3

Fig. 2. Examples of the MLB.com web page after layered coding (Layer 1: the web document contains text only; Layer 2: the web document contains
images in addition to Layer 1 objects; Layer 3: the web document contains flash animations in addition to Layer 2 objects).

TABLE IV
T HE PROPERTIES OF THE NETWORK SCENARIOS IN THIS STUDY.
Trace Name
Device
Duration (days)
Devices participating
Number of contacts
Avg # Contacts/pair/day

Power-Law
N/A
16
34
25,959
2.89205

UCSD
WiFi-based PDA
77
273
195,364
0.06834

Dartmouth
WiFi Adapter
1,177
5,148
172,308,320
0.01105

mode encounter a communication opportunity (i.e., a network
contact) if and only if they are both associated with the same
AP during the same time period.
The Dartmouth trace is an interface-based trace that
recorded the APs that associated with a particular wireless
interface during a three-year (1,177 day) period. However,
it should be noted that, wireless interfaces can be used by
different devices at different times, and each device may use
multiple wireless interfaces. For simplicity, we assume that
each network interface represents a single mobile user in the
network. Moreover, like in the UCSD scenario9 , a network
contact is encountered when two mobile users are associated
with the same access point.
B. Evaluation: Data File Transfer

(a) Inter-contact time distribution

(b) Contact duration distribution

Fig. 3.
Distributions (CCDF) of the UCSD and Dartmouth traces in
Complementary CDF (CCDF) curves.

In the first set of simulations, we evaluate the delay performance of our proposed message scheduling algorithms (i.e.,
HEC-SF, HEC-FI, and HEC-BI) for data file transfer in opportunistic networks. Three network scenarios are examined via
simulations, and a huge data file (i.e., 100MBytes) is selected
for the file transfer. For all schemes, the code block size b is
set to 125 bytes, the replication factor of the erasure coding
r is set to 2, and each coded message is fragmented into 16
equal-sized blocks (i.e., N = 16), which is consistent with the
settings used in [12][38]. The simulation results are obtained
by taking the average performance of 200 simulation runs, and
in each simulation run the source and the destination pair is
randomly selected from all participating nodes. For simplicity,
we assume there are no black-holes in the evaluating scenarios.
Fig. 4 depicts the average data latency distribution results in
Complementary CDF (CCDF) curves.
From Fig. 4, we observe that HEC-based schemes (i.e.,
SF, BI, and FI) outperform the EC scheme in almost all test
cases, which further affirms the results of the previous studies
[12]. Specifically, the three variants of HEC perform nearly
identically in the Power-Law scenario. They can successfully
9 Note that, although the Dartmouth trace is longer than the UCSD trace
and has more participating mobile nodes, its network connectivity is actually
very poor. This is because network contacts (for each source-destination pair)
occur much less frequently than in other scenarios (only one-sixth of the
UCSD scenario and 0.4% of the Power-Law scenario).
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(a) Power-Law Scenario
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similarly in all scenarios, and perform consistently better at
the beginning of the three examined scenarios. This is in
contrast to the HEC-FI scheme, which only performs better
above a certain latency value. These results seem to contradict
our initial intuition that HEC-BI should achieve the best
performance at all times. The reason is that the HEC-SF and
HEC-BI schemes achieve better contact efficiency, since they
allow the receiver to reconstruct the original message as long
as a certain number of coded blocks are received. In contrast,
the interleaving nature of the HEC-FI scheme requires the
receiver to wait for at least a few contacts (depending on the
erasure coding parameter, r) before it can collect sufficient
coded blocks to reconstruct the message. As a result, as shown
in Fig. 4, HEC-SF and HEC-BI usually perform better or more
aggressively in cases with small latency, which represents
good network connectivity (i.e., the left portion of the figure),
and HEC-FI usually performs better or more resiliently in
cases with the worst latency, which represents poor network
connectivity (i.e., the right portion in the figure).
C. Evaluation: Video File Transfer

(b) UCSD Scenario

(c) Dartmouth Scenario

Fig. 4. Distribution (CCDF) of average latency performance of the EC,
HEC-SF, HEC-FI, and HEC-BI schemes (N = 16 and r = 2).

transfer more than 96% of the data file in the simulation,
compared to 80% transferred by the EC scheme.
However, we note that the completion ratio degrades as
the network connectivity (i.e., the average number of network
contacts per node pair, per day) decreases. For instance, while
HEC-based schemes can achieve about 96% completion ratio
in Power-Law scenario, they can only achieve about 45%
in the UCSD scenario and 15% in the Dartmouth scenario.
Thus, it is quite difficult to transfer complete data files in an
opportunistic network, or it requires a much longer transfer
time than that employed in the simulation scenarios. Therefore,
from an end user’s point of view, transferring data files in an
opportunistic network may not be feasible, unless the receiver
has the ability to read partial information from an incomplete
file. This finding motivates us to investigate transferring video
files with the LMDC technique. We present the evaluation of
LMDC-based video file transfer in the next subsection.
Additionally, the HEC-SF and HEC-BI schemes perform

In the second set of evaluations, we investigate the performance of video file transfer (in terms of Peak Signalto-Noise Ratio, PSNR) in opportunistic networks with and
without LMDC-based coding schemes. We applied Layered
Coding on a 2000-frame video clip using JPEG2000 [4] codec,
and we also added unequal erasure protection to each video
layer in order to have the video become LMDC encoded
(i.e., the i-th equal-sized piece of the layered video frame
is erasure coded with a replication factor ri equal to M/i).
In the simulation, the number of video quality levels, k, and
the resulting packets for each frame, N , are both set to 10.
Note that the LMDC scheme (with unequal erasure protection)
is similar to the EC scheme, except that LMDC employs
multiple redundancy levels for each individual video quality
layer, instead of using just one redundancy level for the whole
message. Moreover, we apply the concepts of HEC-SF/FI
algorithms to the LMDC scheme by sending the second copy
of the LMDC blocks during the remaining contact time as in
the HEC-SF/FI scheme. We call the resulting schemes LMDCSF and LMDC-FI respectively. Note that there is no LMDCBI scheme in our evaluation, since N = k, i.e., the minimal
number of blocks required to reconstruct an original quality
video is exactly the same as the number of blocks transferred
over the network10 .
We only evaluated the performance of video file transfer
in Power-Law and UCSD scenarios, since the network connectivity of Dartmouth scenario is very sporadic and the data
delivery is very poor, as discussed in the previous subsection.
For the Power-Law and UCSD scenarios, we took the average
performance results of 200 runs and, in each run, we randomly
selected one node as the video source and one node as the
video destination. The video file was also 2000-frames in
length, and all simulation parameters (i.e., transmission rate
and erasure coding parameters) were the same as the previous
10 When N > k, one can derive the LMDC-BI scheme by simply applying
the HEC-BI algorithm with the number of blocks set equal to k.
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(a) Power-Law Scenario

(a) 500,000 seconds

(b) UCSD Scenario

(b) 1,000,000 seconds

Fig. 5. Average quality of video transfer using direct contact and the LMDCbased schemes. (Both N and k parameters are set to 10)

experiments. Fig. 5 shows the average PSNR performance of
the 2000-frame video file using different coding and forwarding schemes.
Fig. 5 shows that, as expected, the HEC based schemes (i.e.,
LMDC-SF and LMDC-FI) outperform the LMDC scheme and
the dir scheme, which employs the direct contact algorithm
[38] to transfer video file directly without LMDC coding.
More precisely, the LMDC-FI scheme would performs comparatively better than the LMDC-SF scheme in the simulation.
This is because the FI-based strategy combines both aggressive
forwarding and interleaving techniques that not only make
aggressive use of precious network contacts, but also do their
best to alleviate the negative effects of possible black-holes.
The performance of the LMDC scheme is only slightly
better than that of the dir scheme. This result contradicts
our intuition about the LMDC scheme’s added resilience
to error-prone and/or poorly-connected networks [14]. The
similarity in performance is due to the amount of overhead
carried by LMDC (i.e., layered coding and erasure protection).
The overhead is too high to achieve a performance gain in
extremely challenging network scenarios.
Apart from looking at the overall average PSNR of the
video, it is also important to consider the frame-by-frame
PSNR performance of video file transfers, since the variance
in the frame-by-frame PSNR can also have a strong impact on
the perceived video quality for the end user. Fig. 6 shows the
frame-by-frame PSNR performance of three time points in the
UCSD scenario, and it is clear that the frame-by-frame PSNR
quality consistently improves as each encoding/forwarding
scheme is given more time (also evident in Fig. 5). Moreover,

(c) 5,000,000 seconds

Fig. 6. Comparison of average video quality (i.e., PSNR for each video
frame) for the UCSD scenario after 500,000, 1,000,000, and 5,000,000
seconds.

we note that the LMDC-FI scheme consistently outperforms
the other schemes for all three time points; whereas the
LMDC-SF scheme performs similarly to the LMDC and the
dir schemes in the beginning, but clearly outperforms those
two schemes after 1,000,000 seconds. The results confirm
that the aggressive forwarding phase can significantly enhance
the performance of data forwarding in opportunistic networks.
They also demonstrate that the interleaving technique is useful
for spreading LMDC blocks over the network, which alleviates
the influence of potential black-holes.
Another noteworthy point evident in Fig. 6 is that the
average PSNR value of all LMDC-based schemes degrades
slightly as the number of frames increases. This is because
the schemes all basically send video frames (or coded blocks)
in sequence, regardless of whether it is in the first regular
EC sending phase or in the second aggressive forwarding
phase. This problem can be easily solved by sending video
frames in a uniformly random order; however, the tradeoff in
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(a) Power-Law Scenario

(b) UCSD Scenario

Fig. 7. Average quality of web surfing results using the dir and LMDC-based
schemes. (N = k = 5, and the results have been normalized to the average
quality of the employed web documents, i.e., 2.57)

this instance is the computation overhead and memory space
overhead increase.
It should also be noted that, in Fig. 6, the PSNR value
of the dir scheme oscillates heavily in terms of frequency
and amplitude, whereas the curves of LMDC-based schemes
are much smoother (especially the curve for the LMDCFI scheme). This is because, in the dir scheme, each video
frame is either successfully received or completely lost; there
is no intermediate quality video that can be played by the
end user. As a result, the per frame PSNR performances
of the dir scheme is subject to large variations. As noted
in [44], such drastic PSNR variations are detrimental to the
end users’ perceived video quality. Therefore, based on our
observations above, LMDC-based schemes can indeed yield
higher frame-by-frame PSNR performance for video transfer
in opportunistic networks, as well as providing better perceived
quality video to the end users.
D. Evaluation: Web Surfing
Here, we evaluate the performance of web surfing applications in opportunistic networks with and without LMDCbased coding schemes. Similar to the video file transfer
cases discussed in the previous subsection, the LMDC-based
schemes (i.e., LMDC, LMDC-SF, and LMDC-FI) are in fact
equivalent to the EC-based schemes (i.e., EC, HEC-SF, and
HEC-FI schemes), except that they provide different levels of
erasure protection to each layered piece of a web document.
Moreover, there is no LMDC-BI scheme, since N = k = 5 in
our evaluation (i.e., using the codebook shown in Table I).
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We evaluated the performance of web surfing in the PowerLaw and UCSD scenarios, based on the average performance
results of 200 runs. In each run, we randomly selected one
node as the Internet gateway (which also served as the LMDC
encoder) and one node as the web surfer. We used 500 web
documents based on the top-500 hit-count statistics of our
campus proxy server for the period Apr.’06 to Sept.’06 (the
basic properties of the selected web documents are shown in
Tables II and III). Fig. 7 shows the normalized average quality
of web surfing (with respect to 2.57, which is the average number of layers required for the best possible quality documents)
using different coding and data forwarding schemes.
The results in Fig. 7 clearly show that, regardless of the
coding and forwarding schemes employed, the average surfing
quality improves over time, and eventually converges after a
certain period. The reason for this is very straightforward: over
time, a web surfer has more chances of making more contacts
in the network; thus, he/she is more likely to receive his/her
requested web documents. The results also show that the
LMDC-based schemes consistently outperform the dir scheme
in both scenarios; more specifically, the HEC-based schemes
(i.e., LMDC-FI and LMDC-SF) perform comparatively better
than the non-HEC scheme (i.e., LMDC) in all test cases. The
reason, not surprisingly, is the same as for video transfers, i.e.,
LMDC-based schemes spread web documents more widely
over the network, and allow the receiver to preview part of
a document, even before it has been transferred completely.
Moreover, since the HEC-based schemes allow more redundancy in data forwarding, the data forwarding performance
should be better. Finally, it is worth mentioning that LMDCFI slightly outperforms LMDC-SF in the simulations, which
confirms our previous findings in LMDC-based video transfer
applications.
In addition to evaluating the average web document quality
in web surfing, we compare the surfing quality of each received
web document, which is more representative of the surfing
experience of end users. Fig. 8 shows the CDF distribution
of the web document quality received by a surfer, based on
different coding and data forwarding schemes, at three time
points in the UCSD scenario11 .
In Fig. 8, it is apparent that, in spite of the coding and
data forwarding schemes employed, the CDF curve falls over
time, i.e., the curve for 5,000,000 seconds is lower than that
for 1,000,000 seconds, and the curve for 1,000,000 seconds
is lower than that for 500,000 seconds in all schemes. The
results are consistent with our intuition that the quality of
web document transfer should improve as the overall delivery
latency increases. Moreover, the curves of the LMDC-based
schemes are consistently lower than the one of dir scheme’s
curve, and the HEC-based schemes have lower curves than
the LMDC scheme. The results again confirm our previous
evaluation results that HEC-based schemes outperform all the
other schemes considered in this study.
Additionally, Fig. 8 shows that, when the dir scheme is
employed, about 70% of web documents are unobtainable (i.e.,
11 The evaluation results of the Power-Law scenario are omitted due to space
limitations.
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browse lower quality (Layer 1 quality) web documents before
they have been transferred completed.
To sum up, the evaluation results demonstrate that the
LMDC scheme enhances web document transfer in opportunistic networks by enabling surfers to preview lower quality
web documents, even though the data has only been partially
transferred. Moreover, in conjunction with the HEC data
forwarding strategy, the LMDC-SF/FI schemes are able to
better cope with link outages and provide scalable web surfing
in challenging network environments.
(a) dir scheme

(b) LMDC scheme

(c) LMDC-SF scheme

(d) LMDC-FI scheme

Fig. 8. Comparison of received web document quality distribution (i.e., CDF)
after 500,000, 1,000,000, and 5,000,000 seconds using different coding and
data forwarding schemes in the UCSD scenario.

the quality level is equal to 0), even after 5,000,000 seconds. In
contrast, only about 35% of documents are unobtainable at the
same time point when the LMDC-SF or LMDC-FI schemes
are used. Moreover, since the dir scheme only provides “oneor-zero” delivery of web documents, it does not allow scalable
web surfing when only partial data is received; thus, there are
no received Layer 1 quality web documents in the simulation
(using the same set of 500 web documents shown in Table
III). However, the LMDC-based schemes allow web surfers to

E. Discussion
As we have examined earlier, the proposed schemes are
promising in providing effective data dissemination in opportunistic networks; however, the main drawback of these
schemes is the traffic overhead they input into the network,
which is considered costly when network resources are not rich
(e.g., limited bandwidth and/or buffer size). In this subsection,
we present two possible solutions which can potentially reduce
traffic overhead caused by the proposed schemes.
1) Explicit ACK or Passive Cure: Firstly, the traffic overhead can be possibly reduced by ‘healing’ the network with
receivers’ feedbacks upon successful receipt of a complete
message. For instance, [8] and [19] have proposed Explicit
ACKs and Passive Cure schemes to alleviate traffic overhead
carried by replication-based data forwarding schemes. However, it should also be mentioned that, unlike the scenarios
employed in [8][19], where raw messages are inputted into
the network, the proposed schemes encodes all messages using
erasure coding before injecting them into the network. As a
result, the implementation of either Explicit ACK or Passive
Cure scheme must be aware of the encoding scheme, i.e., the
scheme should acknowledge/cure N erasure coded blocks at a
time once Nr of the blocks have been successfully delivered.
In addition, the forwarding of receivers’ feedbacks also needs
to be carefully controlled. For instance, the Time-To-Live [19],
Kill Time [19], or Reverse Path Forwarding [16] like methods
should be employed to reduce the traffic overhead caused by
receivers’ feedbacks.
2) Adaptive Coding and Forwarding: Additionally, the
traffic overhead can be reduced by using adaptive coding
and/or forwarding enhancements. For instance, the adaptive
coding enhancement adapts the replication factor, r, of the
employed erasure coding scheme in accordance with the
observed network status. When the network connectivity is
very poor, a larger r can provide better reliability for message
delivery with the price of higher traffic overhead; whereas
when the network connectivity is decent, choosing a smaller
r can greatly reduce the traffic overhead.
Moreover, the adaptive forwarding enhancement adapts
the forwarding volume in each network contact based on a
probabilistic estimate, instead of in a best-effort manner (i.e.,
sending as much as possible in each network contact). The
probabilistic estimate can be a function of several factors,
such as the mobility pattern [23], the remaining battery life,
and the available buffer space of the node. The higher the
probabilistic estimate, the more likely the encountered node
is able to forward the data to the destination.
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One should also note that the online measurement (and/or
monitoring) of the network is required for cooperating the
adaptive coding and forwarding enhancements, e.g., measuring
the mobility pattern, and probing the battery life and buffer
space. As a result, additional computation and traffic overhead
are still necessary. Thus, these enhancements must be carefully
designed so that the overall traffic overhead can be reduced.
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